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I am your worst enemy
So who do you see as your worst enemy?

Or am I a more likely enemy?

State of the movement

News Digest

From the US - Sexting and SO hell
Report Calls Online Threats to Children Overblown

"The Internet may not be such a dangerous place for
children after all. A high-profile task force created by 49
state attorneys general to look into the problem of sexual
solicitation of children online has concluded that there
really is not a significant problem. The Internet Safety
Technical Task Force was charged with examining the extent of the threats children face
on social networks like MySpace and Facebook, amid widespread fears that older adults
were using these popular Web sites to deceive and prey on children. But the report cited
research calling such fears a “moral panic,” and concluded that the problem of child-onchild bullying, both online and offline, poses a far more serious challenge than the sexual
solicitation of minors by adults."
Judge refuses to reduce 48-year prison sentence

"URBANA – A Champaign County judge refused Friday to reduce the 48-year prison
sentence of a former Urbana teacher convicted of child molestation. The lawyer for Jon
White, 28, formerly a teacher at Thomas Paine Elementary School in Urbana, argued that
Judge Harry Clem relied on incorrect information by a sex offender evaluator about
White's risk to reoffend. (...) Clem sentenced White in early April on eight counts of
aggravated criminal sexual abuse to which White pleaded guilty in February. White
admitted that he had eight blindfolded girls, about ages 7 to 9, lick sauces off a banana for
his own sexual gratification [emphasis added]. The acts occurred between August 2005
and December 2006 while White was a second-grade teacher in Urbana."

Sexting & Kidstuff
What's the Matter With Teen Sexting? (Judith Levine),
Kids Producing and Distributing their own Child Porn,
High Schoolers Accused Of Sending Naked Pictures To Each Other

Anti-SO Fascism
Sex Offender Dies in Cold After Being Denied From Shelter,
ACLU Stands Up For Banished Sex Offenders,
Residency restrictions for sex offenders popular, but ineffective,
Laws to Track Sex Offenders Encouraging Homelessness,
Ga. sex offenders must hand over online passwords,
Rulings target Internet sex stings,
Court strikes down federal sex offender law

Make-what-you-will
Molester warns parents: kids were 'always interested',
High Rates of Childhood Sexual Abuse Contributing Factor

From the UK - CP, Networking, Police State

Sarah's chance to air seriously wicked views
"A NORTH-East teenager has been chosen to represent the region on a national board
which looks at the important issues affecting teenage girls. (...) Among the topics aired
were eating disorders, the age of consent to sex - including hopes to lower it to 12 years
old - and a need for hard-hitting education on drugs and sex."

Sexual abuse of children: MEPs want to criminalise "grooming" on the Internet

""Grooming" and paedophile chat rooms on the Internet should be criminalised, sex crimes
should be subject to an extraterritorial legislation, the EP says in a report adopted in
Strasbourg. MEPs call on the EU to fund prevention programmes from its general budget.
By adopting the report with 591 votes in favour, 2 against and 6 abstentions, MEPs call for
the criminalisation of "all types of sexual abuse of children" including "grooming." (the
action of soliciting children for sexual purposes). Providers of Internet chat rooms and
forums where paedophile activities take place should be criminalised."

From Australia - CP and Police State
Is the internet going down down under?
"The battle is now on for the soul of the Australian internet. The outcome could have
enormous repercussions for the future of the internet in the UK.
Regular readers will be aware of the Australian Government’s plans to clamp down on the
internet down under. These, the brainchild of Communications Minister Stephen Conroy,
have been bubbling away since last year, and began, as so many half-baked government
schemes do, with the plea that someone "think of the children"."
Protests make clean-feed Internet a mess for govt

"Protests erupted across Australian capital cities on Saturday in opposition to the
government's $70 million national clean feed Internet scheme, which will impose blanket
content filtering for all Web connections. The rallies, organised by members from activist
groups including the Electronic Freedom Project and Digital Liberty Coalition (DLC), saw
hundreds gather at Sydney's Town Hall, Brisbane Square, Melbourne's State Library,
Adelaide Parliament House, Perth's Stirling Gardens and at Tasmania's Parliament Lawns
to voice their opposition to the scheme."
Henson law will protect children,

Simpsons cartoon rip-off is child porn - judge,
Police defend baby swinging video charge,

Council lifts ban on semi-nude children pic

From Canada - More sex tourism
B.C. court upholds child-sex tourism charges

From South Africa - World Cup 2010
2010 a magnet for child sex predatotors

Letters to the Editor

The situation in Brazil

"Brazil has recently created several new child
sex offences, which include a law against
"storing or obtaining child pornography". Child
pornography is legally defined as "any registry
of a scene involving a sexual act with a child". A
separate section of the Act criminalises "any
visual representation" of child pornography. A
Brazilian person who is concerned about the
implications of paedophile-related hysteria
believes that the law may criminalise texts due
to the broad definition of child pornography.
"Flirting with child in order to commit sexual act"
has also become illegal, even if no sexual act
takes place. This has been incited by media
hysteria over fake child pornography groups
which were used to entrap paedophiles on a
major social networking website in Brazil"

On the forums
GirlChat
Feedback on Healthline's article on pedophilia:
"Recently I came across Healthline's article on pedophilia. I have linked to it down below. I
am hoping that as many of you on this board as possible can read that article and lend
your feedback on what the article got wrong (there are many things, I think) as a way of
presenting our case on pamphlets, to health sites on the Web, etc."

BoyChat
Censorship is happening
Wolfboi] "They say something along the lines of "...yeah, he's been in trouble before. He
used to be a hot-shot pilot for Eastern Airlines, but got canned after an alleged
homosexual incident..." Now that's where the scene shifts to a tv announcer talking about
some photos of Oswald. That's also where the closed captioning cuts off. However, when
they cut it they didn't do a very good job, because you can still faintly hear the assistant
finish his original sentence, which ended, "...with a 14 year old boy." So the question
becomes, did they edit this particular bit of film because they didn't want to provide any
mention of a pedophilic (I know, I know, he's not prepubescent, but you know what I mean
and you know they don't make that distinction) nature, or did they delete it at the behest or
on the behalf of gay men, because the relationship was characterized as homosexual
instead of pedophilic?"
[Hulann] ""Ass like a 10 year old boy" .. well folks now the line is .. "Ass like two duck
eggs in a basket" .. what the fuck is that"
Absence of Speedo Boy Models demonstrates American hysteria:
"It's apparent that the USA site doesn't even chance showing a boy actually wearing one of
their products which is in contrast to the international sites. However, it's apparent that the
international sites practice a bit of airbrushing and touch up on the photos. All of them are
vanilla plain with no protrusion of the genitals which is in contrast to actual real boys
wearing the suits"

An editorial on KP yielded a few insightful responses...
Enochian nails the abuse agenda once again:
"Back when Nixon commissioned the first government report on porn, it was
discovered that pornography actually reduced the incidence of sex crimes, by acting
as an alternative sexual outlet.
Now we have all the Abuse Agenda junk scientists desperately trying to assemble
evidence to "prove" the opposite, using their usual tools of anecdotes, biased
samples and prison populations, as well as substituting the vocabulary of opiate
addiction into their accounts of pornography viewing.
I find it amazing that the mainstream press totally loses its critical faculty when
parroting verbatim what these people tell them.
You'd think the First Amendment just quietly leaves the room, every time anyone
under 18 removes an article of clothing."
Anacreon on when viewing KP was legal:
"Before 1977 KP was legal in the USA. You could see it in news boxes on the streets
of big cities. I'm old enough to recall this, so I have seen such porn, although it's
been a long, long time. Hence I can confirm your basic thesis. It was obvious from
these images that the majority of the kids featured in them enjoyed what they were
doing, and in many cases were absolutely loving sex. Not a hundred percent, but the
great majority.
"The reason porn has to be suppressed is to conceal the reality that kids are sexual
beings and therefore completely capable of enjoying sexual activity. If this fact isn't
ruthlessly suppressed with ferocious punishments and incessant lying propaganda,
then the truth might out. And we can't have that, can we?"

BoyLover.net

Alcibiades
Elephants Graveyard (or a War Cemetery)

This 3 months in anti-pedophilia
"Make a mark on pedophiles"

"alleged 48-hour pedophiliac spree"

"I've stopped trying to understand why these sickos do what they do. We will never
understand that because we're not freaks."

"That's all good and fine, but little Timmy's not watching Gord and Lynda on the six o'clock
news. Little Penny's not reading the Edmonton Sun."

"I'm talking a forehead tattoo, identifying dog collar, orange jumpsuit, cattle brand, a giant
neon sign that says, "I'm a convicted pedder-ass"

Absolute Zero book-burning

Links and recommended reading
Negotiating Stigma: Approaches to Intergenerational Sex -

:

"Negotiating Stigma: Approaches to Intergenerational Sex deals with the experience of
younger parties involved in intergenerational sexual relationships with adults. The study is
based upon a set of interviews (nineteen in all) with people who, while they were under
sixteen, were voluntarily involved in such relationships. They all described relationships
that they regarded as positive experiences. Frank and intriguing verbatim material from
the interviews provides the background and the basis for the analysis."
"The thesis examines the way in which these interviewees validated, explained, and
understood their activities in the light of a dominant view that prohibits intergenerational
sexual contacts and that casts the younger party as necessarily the victim of sexual abuse
by an adult. Presenting their relationships as positive and voluntary experiences, these
people could not take up positions as victims of sexual abuse. How did they interpret what
had happened?"
CP Explosion

Rare material
Day of Reckoning This is an attempt to bring a spotlight onto the individuals and their
organizations who appear to have made a significant contribution to the creation of the fascist
society or police state, which we are now all living under in the Western World."

Pamphlets & Promotional Media
Pamphlets & Promotional Media
Forum
This was originally a Web magazine to see the original

